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EST. 2012

We founded OPEN in 2012 (on Friday the 13th of January, good thing we’re not
superstitious) with both a clear idea and no idea at all. We wanted to create a
small, personal company (“working hard to stay small”), we realized we had to
keep things as simple as possible (“relentless simplicity”), we aimed to build
the type of bikes we would want to ride ourselves and we hoped to find enough
people who were looking for the same (“you”).
We also had ideas of how we were going to do this, where we would produce
the frames, how we would use our website & social media, which events we
would attend and of course, we had an idea of how many bikes we would sell.
Although we were spectacularly wrong in many ways, our overarching goals are
still intact and have proven correct. The first hardtail was better than we dared
to dream; we love riding it and so do our customers and the media. Our second
hardtail, the ONE, sets new benchmarks in many ways. And we’re even more
excited about the third, fourth and fifth model.
We’re also still “working hard to stay small”, giving us the opportunity to

connect with many of you. In a big shift from what we envisioned, most of that
communication is pretty old-school, via email or telephone, rather than via social
media. Fine by us.
You might wonder how the “relentless simplicity” is surviving the onslaught of
new models and the intensive communication. We’re not going to lie, simple is
not the same as easy, and there are definitely areas of the business where we
have struggled and failed to keep it simple. But being as small as we are, we
can identify the problems quickly and adjust accordingly. Seth Godin calls this
the “economies of small”, and we think he’s on to something.
One massive complication that we hope will bring a simpler future is our
decision to set up production in Europe. We’re very happy with our first steps
and you’ll see some of the results in this booklet, along with our adventures
around the world and a few essays about what the essence of cycling is to us.
So join us on our ride towards becoming a slightly bigger but still small
company. Follow our story on opencycle.com/blogs.

Gerard Vroomen
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Andy Kessler

MILESTONES
from left to right and top to bottom

Brainstorm/jump in Rhine/float through Basel advisor meeting (we’re the specks on the right)
First prototype ready for assembly (Andy still rides it today)
Camouflaged demo bike for the media pre-launch
First ride at our Hong Kong retailer meeting through an active tank shooting range
The endless tech video shoot, view them at opencycle.com/youtube. New ones out soon!
Lightest hardtail in the world to pass the EFBe Top-Performance strength & fatigue tests
The first 15 frames arrive
Feature in WIRED magazine
The “Electric one” with electronic shifting & lock-out off a single seatpost battery
ISPO BrandNew Award for best new performance brand
The way OPEN works makes it into the bestselling “The New Rules of Marketing & PR”
and “The New Rules of Sales and Service”
Showing the 6.4 kg ORA and 6.7 kg LOLA Limited Editions at Eurobike
Sebastian Langeveld wins Egmond Beach Race days after buying his OPEN ORA - (c) Rob Duin
Introduction of the ONE at SeaOtter. Our first German-made frame (hence the Lederhosen)
First ever OPEN fully part coming out of RTM mold at HED
Blaza Klemencic regularly goes top-10 at the World Cups on her OPEN

DEVELOPMENT
by Gerard

One of the advantages of our small size is that we are not bound by any
traditional schedule. We can develop a bike until it’s really perfect - whether
that takes five months or five years - and without the need to be ready for a
specific bike show or a new season.
Yet in keeping with our open philosophy, we don’t have to stand emptyhanded at those bike shows either; we can show off whatever we’re working
on at the time and offer a (poor) estimate for availability.
So how does our development process work? It’s hard to generalize, but it
usually starts on a ride (not surprising since we try to create bikes that we
would want to ride ourselves).
Maybe something about the bike we’re riding annoys us, or we come
across a trail that screams out for a new approach, or somebody asks us
a question that stirs up thoughts that just won’t quiet down and threaten
to ruin the whole ride. And so it begins with a wish list. Usually, some
of these wishes are incompatible, as I’ll show in detail in the Pathfinder
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chapter. It’s in these conflicts that the real fun of engineering lies, figuring
out how to bring these incompatible wishes together in a way nobody else
has thought of yet.
But how do you know if your ideas work? As the artist Jan Dibbets once
said: “You’re always enthusiastic about tomorrow’s failure”. So it’s hard to
be objective about your own ideas. Sometimes a chat with Andy brings me
down to earth. Sometimes we find out while drawing it in CAD that it doesn’t
work. Sometimes it goes all the way to prototype before we realize it’s going
nowhere. That’s life in engineering.
Eventually though we have something that works and that both Andy and I
are enthusiastic about. It helps that we are quite different in our style (and
speed) of riding. That means that if an idea works technically and appeals to
both of us, there’s a pretty good chance more people will like it.
The following pages give you a snapshot of how our development process
roughly works. We’ve left out the tears.

First ideas are sketched and in the case of a full suspension frame,
the kinematics are explored
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An (adjustable) alloy prototype is built and tested to validate the
kinematics and steering geometry

Together with the experts from Fox, suspension behavior is
analyzed and a custom shock is designed
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The alloy prototype is analyzed (in this case at our “pop-up office” in a
Eurobike parking lot) and (at right) ideas are sketched up for carbon solutions
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Detailed design combines the ideal kinematics with a structural
design to keep weight down and efficiency high

In recent projects, new production methods go hand-in-hand with
the new model. Here is our first rocker using RTM technology
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During the development process, we use our in-house tests to quickly
validate designs and decide on the next layup iteration

Final independent strength & fatigue tests at the EFBe (shown here) and
Zedler labs in Germany. We like to sleep at night
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ANDY’S OPEN

Cycling has not always been an important part of my life. I started quite late.
I was playing volleyball at a very high and intense level but after a couple
of knee surgeries I had the chance to ride one of the first mountain bikes in
Switzerland. It was a 1988 Cannondale Red Shred. I was hooked from the first
moment and started to race mountain bikes beside my studies.
Even more importantly, I started to work for Cannondale in Switzerland as I
needed some money to finance my studies. I’ve never left the bike industry
since. After I finished my studies I worked for Scott, as CEO of BMC and as
international sales manager for Cervélo. I always felt very fortunate to have a
job around a product that I can truly identify with. But after the real pioneering
years, my enjoyment started to wane.
My motivation is driven by passion and it was harder and harder to work in
a large, corporate environment. After 20 year in the industry as a well-paid
employee, there was only one goal left: becoming a poorly-paid employee of
my own company!
When I stepped away from “corporate cycling”, I took some time off to create
a clear vision in my head of what I wanted to do. In the bike industry, I love
the product but I am not an engineer. So I was looking for somebody who
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would share the same ideas and values that I defined for myself. When Gerard
contacted me, I did not have to think very long.
For me it was clear that this was a perfect match. I knew that together we have all
we need to start a new cycling mission. We have both experienced the load of bigger
bike companies on our shoulders and realized that this does not make us happy.
For us it’s all about the product and the passion for cycling and not about running a
company with lots of employees and spending most of our day in meetings. As it is
just the two of us we can make decisions and change things in record time. We both
work in our fields of strength and are not slowed down by the stuff we don’t like or
aren’t very good at. Anything that doesn’t match our strengths or where we can’t
make a real difference (logistics and accounting for example), we outsource.
So in the end, for me OPEN is living my dream. I don’t go to work, I am just
very busy with a product that is an integral part of my life. With every OPEN
leaving our warehouse, I can share my passion and dedication with somebody
out there who has the same approach to cycling. Happy customers sharing
their positive experiences with us make me happier than the security of a
corporate job. Best of all, every day I can enjoy the pure quality of life by riding
my bike. There are only a few days a year where I have to drive a car, but on
those days I realize that I can never have a normal job again.

EUROPEAN
PRODUCTION
by Gerard

When we launched OPEN, we decided to produce our first frame in China. Not
that there is anything wrong with that and quite simply, it was the place where
we knew how to make a very good frame.
The results have been good, as it allowed us to go to market relatively quickly
with a frame that is the lightest production frame in the world. It received
rave reviews from dozens of magazines and most importantly, from you, our
customers. But the dream was a different one from the start. We believe that
long-term, production will be closer to us and our main markets in Europe
and North America.
By having full control over production, we can push the envelope even farther
while improving reliability even more. A true win-win. And because our goal
with OPEN is always to be, well, open about how we run the business and why
we make our decisions the way we do, here’s a bit of background on our onshoring efforts. The problem we were facing was two-fold:
1) Finding the right partners to work with
2) Cost
Luckily, there still are some small companies making incredible products onshore, and we’re happy we found the right partners for our frame production.
Over the past year, we have worked with AX to set up a dedicated line for that
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purpose. You may know them from their insanely light bike parts, but they also
have experience in making parts for F1, LeMans and other motorsports.
Now we combine the best of both worlds. On the one hand my background
in composite frame production (first graduating in Composite and Polymer
Technology as part of my Mechanical Engineering degree and then engineering
all those Cervélo models together with Phil White and our engineering team)
and everything I learned visiting carbon factories all over the world. On the
other hand AX’s incredible know-how in making parts for the most demanding
customers you can imagine and their wonderfully skilled labor, plus a cluster of
amazing suppliers.
Germany is like a candy store for engineering, there are all these small companies
that are world leaders in one little thing. One company makes world-beating molds
(but only one specific type), the other knows exactly how to save 0.01g off of tiny
set screws and a third takes the scraps from carbon manufacturing and turns it
into the basis for the monocoque shell of a BMW i3 electric car (they don’t make
the shell itself, they are only world leaders in one small step in the process).
Want to paint in-house? The company that sells you the equipment will also
train your staff until you achieve the lightest, most gorgeous finish you have
ever seen. And if they need to send in the painter from one of their automotive
clients to reach the goal you set, they will. No questions asked.

EUROPEAN
PRODUCTION
cont’d

To top it off, we purchased the most sophisticated frame stiffness testing setup so we can test in-house during frame development and save a lot of time,
while the most renowned German bike test labs are just around the corner for
a different battery of fatigue and strength tests.
I know it’s all a bit nerdier than some of you can stomach, but I don’t think I’ve
ever had as much fun as when working on this on-shoring project.
The cost side is a tougher nut to crack. For the past ten years, I have always
said that if we could produce locally for double the costs of China, I would
switch in a heartbeat. Because the costs in China aren’t really the costs.
The bean counters at the big bike companies like to look at unit prices and proclaim
China is the most cost-effective place to produce, but once you factor in the costs
of quality control, constant travel to the factory, the long development times, the
long lead-times in production, the shipping, duty and import costs, etc, etc, etc, that
Chinese frame isn’t as cheap as most people think.
All of these factors hurt, but the one that really kills you is the longer
lead-time. Ordering three months in advance plus a month on a boat in a
seasonal business is terrible. When sales start to take off in March (if you’re
lucky), any feedback you get from the market about models or versions in
particular demand is already too late to use for adjustments that season.

And the most expensive frame is the one you never get to sell because you
didn’t have it on time.
Now, I could never figure out how to get to twice the Chinese cost price. I still
can’t. First of all materials are more expensive (mostly because in Europe you
can buy carbon that is pre-pregged by yet another world-class company that
specializes only in pre-pregging, while in China the frame manufacturers do
this in-house).
Of course, the big hit comes from the labor costs. Count on paying at least ten
times as much per hour. You can reduce the number of hours per frame a bit
because the very skilled labor can work more efficiently and use more complex
production tools. But in the end, it’s still a lot more expensive.
Right now, we’re at around 5x the cost in Germany compared to China. That’s
the bad news; the good news is that the frame is amazing. Truly amazing. And
the other good news is that this is only the first product, we are confident that we
can slowly streamline our production process until we get to that 2x figure. It may
take us ten years to achieve it but that’s OK - we’re in this for the long ride.
On the next pages, you can see how we produce our frames in Germany. If you
wonder why we show so much detail, it’s because half of it is visible on the
outside of the frame anyway and we’re confident nobody can copy the other half.
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The precise patterns are cut out of the carbon, taking into account
material, shape and fiber direction

First the reinforcements are positioned into the mold, such as extra
woven material in the BB for strength and stiffness in every direction
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Along the main tubes, strips of unidirectional high-modulus are added (and
we mean real high-modulus, not “marketing department high modulus”)

Again woven material is used to add strength around the headset bearings.
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The woven and unidirectional strips stick out because they will later wrap around
to the other side (more continuous fibers = more strength, more stiffness)

The BB is finished with another layer of woven
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Tube layup around precision mandrels so the carbon fits exactly in the mold
(wrinkles on the left are the protective foil, not the carbon itself). The assembled
inner layers are then added to the outer reinforcements already in the mold

The whole mold is vacuum-bagged, creating extra force to close
the mold and avoid any misalignment
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The carbon is cured in an autoclave rather than a standard heated
press, creating a more even temperature and higher pressure

The connecting areas of the various frame pieces are finished
before final assembly
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Assembly, alignment, curing
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A light clean-up of the bonding areas and that’s it. Because of a
focus on quality throughout the process, sanding is almost nonexistent and painting is optional

The finished product. AX happy, Gerard happy, Andy happy
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GERARD’S OPEN

In my almost 20 years in the bike industry, I’ve had many roles. Engineering, sales,
marketing, supply chain, sponsorships, general management, the odd financial
role. I actually liked most of them at the time. But one day, I didn’t anymore.
The bike is a magical thing, the first tool you use to expand your world as a kid.
Nothing else that simple creates that much freedom. For many of us, it can still
fulfil this role today, but ironically the bike industry is filled with people who ride
less and less. OPEN is my way to reclaim my own freedom while providing a
tool for others to find theirs. For me, OPEN is about creating the bikes I want
to ride and then actually riding them. Freedom doesn’t mean uncommitted,
it doesn’t mean not working hard. It means the freedom to be completely
engrossed in work, followed by the ability to shut it down and have a personal
life off and on the bike. And of course it’s on the bike that, with work the
farthest thing from my mind, the ideas for new bikes work their way into my
brain anyway, ideas I probably wouldn’t have had otherwise.
Speaking about being engrossed in work, for me that means: creating. It
doesn’t even matter whether we’re creating a whole new frame or a derailleur
hanger, a new apparel design or a catalog. As the Hugh McLeod cartoon on my
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office wall says: “Create or Die”. Taking something that’s inside your head and
eventually holding it as a finished object is just magical.
So, what type of design gives me the most satisfaction? As you will have
noticed, I am a strong believer in minimalism. Mies van der Rohe thought
“Less is more”. Dieter Rams’ proclaimed “As little design as possible”. Einstein
allegedly warned “Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler”.
Perhaps closest to bike design, Lotus Cars founder Colin Chapman suggested
“Simplify, and add lightness”.
We say “Relentless simplicity”, both for the product and the business. For some
this may appear to be just a phrase, but to us it is a great tool to help us focus
during everyday decision-making. In product design, minimalism to me means
no swoopy curves, no flashy paint, just a bike designed with purpose and nothing
that shouldn’t be there. We’ve done our job when you won’t even notice we’ve
sweated over every millimeter of the design because it all looks so logical.
Of course, when you ride you’ll notice, and that’s all that matters. I hope you’ll join us
on our journey to create not just a different bike, but also a different bike company.

CAPE EPIC

Although OPEN does not do sponsorships, several high-profile professionals have
purchased our products for racing in Worldcup, X-Terra and stage races.

by Andy

Towards the end of 2013, Assos asked if they could equip their Assos
Werksmannschaft with OPEN bikes for the 2014 Cape Epic. Of course we
said yes.
Like OPEN, Assos is a Swiss company, a leader in innovation and design in its
category with a zero-compromise attitude towards launching new products.
The Assos Werksmannschaft is all about product testing and feedback, and
their mission was to test the new Assos mountain bike apparel. Our mission
was to give them the best equipment to do so. Beside the racing aspect, Assos
also used the Cape Epic for a large photo shoot to support their upcoming
product launch.
The Cape Epic is the most iconic mountain bike race in the world. Held over
eight days in South Africa, it covers 800 km and 15,000 m of climbing. It’s a
test for man and machine as the conditions can be extremely brutal.
A couple of figures tell the story:
20% drop-out rate despite most riders being very well-prepared
2,174 consults by the medical clinic
8,400 bags of laundry
Mind you, all of this for only 600 teams of two riders!
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Beside the Assos Werksmannschaft we had also our friends Jeff and Will
from the Starbike/Rotor Team at the start. The start was very good for the
OPEN riders, with our mixed Werksmannschaft of Karl and Sarah finishing on
the podium in the prologue. Luca and Daniele were also going very strong.
After a cold, rainy and muddy stage things looked a little different. Sarah got
an infection in her knee and had to abandon the race. Daniele and Luca had
many flat tires (fortunately we were not responsible for the tires!) and lost a lot
of time. At the end 3 of the 4 riders made it to the finish (Karl in the Outcast
jersey of the single finishers).
Jeff and Will also had their bad days. Will suffered from food poisoning in the
middle of the race. Riding a six-hour stage on only two Cokes is not ideal. But
they made it to the finish in one piece.
We came home with 8,000 pictures (you’ll find a few of them on the next
pages) and still perfectly working bikes (except as you can expect in these
conditions, plenty of worn out brake pads, chainrings, cassettes and chains).
One thing is very obvious: to be fast in this race you need to have good fitness,
the best material, good nutrition, great technical support and a bit of luck. But
we can recommend it whole-heartedly; this event is so beautiful and so well
organized it really is amazing.
With regards to the tech support, we will continue to offer OPEN riders at the
Cape Epic the same professional service as the Werksmanschaft. If you are
interested, please contact us early as we only have a limited space available.
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Perfect hospitality in the middle of nowhere, that’s Cape Epic
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The rainy stages turned into a flat tire bonanza, despite all precautions

Total team dedication not just allowed, it’s essential at Cape Epic
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ALPINE ZEN

I have lived and worked in a couple of countries in this world. I have lived in the
mountains and lived in the Netherlands where the biggest hill you could find
was a highway overpass.

by Andy

After a while, I realized that I can not live without mountains. Spending time in
the mountains is an essential part of my life in summer as well as winter.
Of course I am very spoiled when it comes to riding. My office is located inbetween the black forest in Germany, the legendary Vosges in France (almost
every year a part of the Tour de France) and a mountain range of about 250 km
long. Perfect trails galore from easy to “not so easy”.
On the weekends it takes me about 90 minutes to go to the Alps. It is an
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amazing playground. Climbs that take you up to 2,900 m, endless singletrail
and descents that take everything you have.
Ride, Eat, Sleep, repeat... It’s the simple life, it’s about nature, you and the
bike. You can shut your head off or you can think about some creative ideas
that you have had in your head for a long time.
Often I sleep in the back of my bus or at a simple farmhouse that my family
owns in the heart of Switzerland. After a long ride your body feels tired but all
the memories and sensations make you feel recharged. You may be able to
experience this for yourself; if you time it just right, your trip to Basel for a test
ride could include a small Alpine detour!

PATHFINDER
by Gerard

I love gravel rides. The terrain, the scenery, the effort, the low-key mentality, the
people who participate and the enormous variety of bikes – I love everything about
them. I’ve been lucky enough to visit my friend Steve Hed in Minnesota just when
the Almanzo 100 was on the past two years (OK, maybe it wasn’t pure luck) and
the energy at an event like that is just amazing.
You see mountain bikes, cross bikes, converted or not-so-converted road
bikes; everything goes. Some are built for speed, some for endurance, some to
carry large picnic supplies; it’s a bike lover’s heaven.
At home, even though I live in one of the most densely populated countries
in the world where you expect everything is paved, I also ride off the
beaten path a lot. In fact, I have a route around Amsterdam of 170 km of
which roughly 70% is gravel and dirt. Or a 300 km route with 200 km offroad if you fancy.
So between Almanzo and Amsterdam, I started thinking about what my ideal
style of riding really is:
I like events but I don’t really race. I like to go at a reasonable pace, but
don’t need to measure it against others. “Fast” (and I use the term loosely in
my case) is just what enables me to get somewhere before dark.
When I ride alone, I like to make up my route as I go along. I see a new trail,
path or road and I take it to see where it goes (hence Pathfinder).
I don’t like riding on busy roads; too many cyclists get hit. The more off-road
I am, the better (although as the number of cars decreases, the number of
trees and rocks usually increases).
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I like the position on my road bike in order to get somewhere “fast”. Of
course, for real trails my mountain bike is much better, but on most gravel
and dirt I prefer my road position. Also, when one ride combines a lot of
different surfaces, the road position will be the “fastest” overall.
I don’t feel the need to change my position just because the surface gets
tougher (unless, again, it’s real mountain bike terrain). This is not a knock
against gravel bikes with higher positions, I love what for example Salsa
has done with Bikepacking and if I would go on a ride like that, I would
definitely get one of those. But I generally go home at night or otherwise I
prefer to go B&B (Bike & Bed).
Once or twice a year, I’d like to go on a longer trip and find cool paths
to explore in a new area. Right now, I am planning a Pathfinder Tour from
Amsterdam to Roubaix and one from Turin to Monaco for next year.
Of course, being who I am, the next step was to figure out what the ideal bike for
this would look like. If I only had one bike, this is what it would look like:
The geometry has to fit a comfortable road position. Not super-racy low, but
also not basket-on-the-handlebar high.
Space for a wide range of tires, from a mountain bike tire for the really
rough terrain to the full range of cross/gravel tires and even down to a large
road tire if you’re pathfinding your way around your home.
Drop bars (with ergonomic tops of course) to give myself a “fast” position for
easy sections and a comfortable position for the tough stuff.
Road parts. I want shift/brake levers for comfort & ease of use and I want a
narrow Q-factor so my feet are close together like on a road bike.
Disc brakes and thru-axles, easier to use and with structural benefits.

PATHFINDER
cont’d

I think the above should apply to any Pathfinder bike. Furthermore in my
particular case I want:
A steering geometry that is stable in the right way. But I want it to be lively
and agile, not dead and slow. This has an effect on the front end but I also
want short chainstays to keep the bike compact and easy to turn on a dime.
Regarding fenders and racks, I’m on the fence. I personally don’t need
them, but I realize that for some they would be a bonus. For me, a simple
clip-on fender is enough and I like to travel light with a saddle bag, maybe a
bento box and on longer trips a handlebar bag. And a credit card.
Of course some of these wishes conflict. If they were all easy to combine, such
a bike would exist already. The biggest problems are:
1. The big tires take up a lot of space behind the BB. At the same time, road cranks
put the chainrings more inward than mountain bike cranks. In-between such tires
and chainrings, there’s not a lot of space for the chainstay, and you want a beefy
chainstay for strength and for an efficient drivetrain. The desire for short chainstays
compounds the problem by moving the tire even more into the BB area.
2. The difference in wheel diameter between a road tire and a cross tire is not so big.
So swapping those out won’t affect the handling of the bike much. But if you put
a 29er tire on those same wheels, the overall diameter becomes massive. The
bike sits an inch (25 mm) higher, the trail increases and the steering gets slower.
It also compounds problem #1 as the taller tire invades the BB even more.
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Steve Hed solved issue #2 a few years back, showing me how a 650b
mountain bike tire is very close in diameter to a 700c road or cross tire.
So by making a frame fit a 650b mountain bike tire instead of a 29er, the
steering behavior is more constant and the chainstays can be shorter. Steve
has used the same principle on his steel Triple Crown gravel bike. The use
of 650b tires also solve another problem; it’s difficult to fit a normal road
position over top of a 29er tire because the headtube would have to be
extremely short in the smaller sizes.
Issue #1 we solved by dropping the drive-side chainstay. This moves it out of
the area where the overlap between tire and chainrings is the biggest. Simply
put, instead of overlapping with the small ring, dropping it down lets the
chainstay overlap with the big ring, which is obviously much farther outward.
This extra space allows us make the chainstay wider and therefore stiffer (this
effect is huge; with the same amount of material, twice the width will give you
eight times the stiffness!)
So that is how you get a frame to fit anything up to a mountain bike tire and
road cranks with a short (420 mm) chainstay. And that, along with many other
features, is the OPEN U.P. (Unbeaten Pathfinder). The U.P. will be my “if I only
had one bike” bike, although of course I’ll keep my Cervélo road bike and
OPEN mountain bikes.

TITAN DESERT
by Marc Gasch

If you’re ever looking for a different kind of mountain bike race, consider this
one. The Titan Desert is a stage race held in Morocco and considered by
some to be the toughest stage race in the world. It covers around 700 km in 6
days, half through the Atlas Mountains and half through desert in the south of
Morocco, including the amazing Erg Chebbi dunes.
All stages are well over 100 km. To make things “worse”, they have what they
call the “Marathon stage” which involves two days where you have to carry
all your belongings with you. No physiotherapy, no mechanics, no assistance.
They provide the campground (at almost 2,000 m altitude in the middle of the
desert), food and water, but you carry your sleeping bag, apparel, race nutrition
for two days, etc. This year, the first day of the Marathon stage was 136 km,
the second day 148 km. Really tough.
Most participants are from Spain, but every year more international riders find
out about the race. This year participants from France, Italy, Portugal, Czech
republic and as far away as Brazil and Dubai showed up, 450 in total.
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Many people come back to the Titan every year despite all the suffering, because
the race scenery is so exotic and magical. The atmosphere on the campground
is also very laid-back, with all people sleeping together in big traditional Berber
tents (Haimas), not in individual tents like at the Cape Epic.
It is not a very technical race, no rock gardens, no singletrack. In fact there’s
often no double track or any track at all, just sand, sand and more sand. It’s a
true test of your stamina, both physically and psychologically.
The combination of lots of climbing, sweltering heat and sand everywhere also
has some unusual injury problems: lots of people cannot finish the race due to
lacerations and pain in the butt. Chamois cream and double bib shorts are in
high demand at this race.
If that doesn’t get you excited to do the Titan Desert, I don’t know what will. If
you’re interested in racing it, let us know and we’ll put you in contact with the
right people. The chamois cream is on us!

OWNERS’
SHOWCASE

These are some of the OPEN
bikes built by our customers. To
view more photos, specs & weights
or to upload yours, please visit
opencycle.com/showcase.

JOIN FOR
A TEST RIDE

When we created OPEN we wanted to truly create an open company. By
eliminating all the steps in-between the people who develop the product and the
final customer we can share our information directly.

by Andy

In a normal situation you would have 4 to 5 steps in between the engineer and
the customer, not only inside the bike company but also the distributor, the
storeowner and their employees. As you can imagine, a lot of information gets
lost along the way.
At OPEN, we know all our dealers personally and the goal is to see them regularly.
That’s why we can’t have more than 60-70 shops, as we don’t want to lose that
connection. If they ever have a question, we’re just one step away and they always
get the correct information. Whether it involves product knowledge or shipping
info, it’s just Gerard and I in the company so the answer is quickly found.
Although we don’t know all of our end-customers, we do know a good portion
of you as we make contact before, during or after the purchase of an OPEN
bike (and you send us your photos as you could see in the previous section).
Some people are surprised to get a timely response to their questions, as in
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today’s world it is not uncommon to be ignored when contacting a company.
But to us, talking to you is fun, educational and good business. Customer
service may have gone out of style in the past decennia; we believe (or want to
believe) it is making a comeback. In a world where you have so many choices,
we think customer service can make a huge difference. It does when we make
our own decisions.
Something pretty unique that we offer is the ability for our customers to go
riding with us. Of course many of our retailers do an excellent job with their
demo bikes, but if you don’t live near one of them, why not visit one of the
events we attend personally or come to our little office in Switzerland where
we always have a demo fleet available. I have had people from South Africa,
Brazil, Russia, Japan and many places in Europe travelling to Basel to come
and ride with me. Nowadays, thanks to the budget airlines, it is cheap and
easy and the lodging is on us.
Plus for me personally, it allows me to go riding and tell Gerard I’m working.
Riding, having fun and enjoying the good company of very interesting people
– not a bad job!

Your host for the day
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You choose the terrain

Fun guaranteed
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Just checking how light the bike is

Ready for some après-bike
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THANKS

Everything on the pages you have seen before this one is the result of the
work and support of many, many people. At the risk of forgetting a few, we
would like to thank:
Our customers. It may sound corny, but we realize every day that without
you, OPEN would be a hobby, not a company. We thank you for your trust in
us and our products.
Our retailers and distributors, who took a chance and are great
ambassadors for OPEN.
Our suppliers, and in particular 3T, AX, DT Swiss, THM and Whisky, for going
above and beyond for such a small customer.
Sebastian and Jayu for the logistics support.
Axel, Dominic, Detlev and the amazing crew at AX for joining us with the
German production (and to Thorsten and Tracy for working crazy hours to
get some early prototypes finished).
FactionBike for their CAD and kinematics support.
Marc Gasch for all his work and for most of the photos in this booklet.
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Marc Cohen of Pro Bike Supply for all the help throughout the years and
especially at SeaOtter.
Everybody at Assos, for including us in the Werksmannschaft.
Metropol Kurier for providing a home for our humble office.
Jakes Jakobsen and Kevin Vermaak for making us feel at home in
South Africa.
Steve Hed for his willingness to boldly go where no bike has gone before
(though maybe rightly so).
Matt Smith for his code smithery.
Dan Mo for all his work including the crazy hours to finish this catalog.
Paul O’Kelly, for his guidance and contrarian thinking.
Chris Skogen for putting on the amazing Almanzo 100, a great source of
cycling inspiration.
The three musketeers and the FLAG brothers.
Last but not least, Janet and Nicole, for putting up with us even when that
work-life balance tips towards the former a bit too much (although we
would argue, work is life too).

MORE
INFORMATION

View our products:
Find a retailer:
Waiting list for upcoming products:
Follow our blog:
Connect on social media:
Frame tech/fit questions:
Components/sales/other:

opencycle.com/frames
opencycle.com/retailers
opencycle.com/reserve
opencycle.com/blogs
opencycle.com/connect
gerard@opencycle.com
andy@opencycle.com

